Vaheguru Jee Ka Khalsa Vaheguru Jee Kee Fateh
I cannot tell you how happy I am to share this little family tradition with you!
Here are some tips/rules—feel free to amend according to your own hunt:

1.

The success of this hunt is dependent on you! You MUST know exactly what you are doing and what your expectations are—
from the children. If you are confused or don’t know what’s next, it will take away the excitement.

2.

Even if you think the children do not understand, they are still being exposed to Sikhi and will be taking in the questions and
answers

3.

If the children do not know the answer to a question, use charades to help give them clues. Let yourself be goofy!

4.

Set a timer to add more of a challenge

5.

Have a sheet of paper for you with the questions and answers and the answer to where the clues are, in case you forget! (tick
off as you go along)

6.

Have a treat afterwards for the reward. Doesn’t have to be a present. Could be games night, movie night, or art & craft time!

7.

The more excitement and urgency you show throughout the hunt, the more they will enjoy. If you are just plodding along—they
will not rush to hunt for the next clue—and it can become boring for them!
I really hope you and the family / or campers enjoy it as much as we do every year!

Happy Vaisakhi Everyone!
Love

@sikhmum

Set a Ɵmer to make it
more of a challenge

Suitable for 2—8 years old (will depend on child(rens) knowledge level

Questions

Answers

Clue to next quesƟon

First Question to be read by the
time keeper:
What is the name of the first Guru?

Guru Nanak Dev Jee

Input the loca on or to make it more complex, a clue to the loca on.
For example, for the garden shed – where we keep the tools to garden with

What is the colour of the Nishan Sahib?

Orange or blue

What do Sikhs wear on their wrist?

Iron Kara

When we go to the Gurdwara we always take off our x?

Shoes (&/or Socks)

At the Gurdwara there is a nice sweet
food or oﬀering. What is it called?

Degh or Karah Prashad

What religion was Sundri before she
become a Sikh?

Hindu

Sikhs love…?

Everyone or Guru Jee or
Vaheguru

Sikhs who have taken Amrit cover their
head with?

Keski or patka

Sikhs always say and remember…?

Vaheguru

When you take Amrit, you become Guru
Gobind Singh Jees…?

Prince or Princess

Where is Vaheguru?

Everywhere and inside us

